We have analysed experimental data on (i)e+e-
We also find that the average net electric charge measurements for lepton produced quark jets are consistent with the above value of X.
Introduction
A general characteristic of hadron production or decay is a suppression of strange particles among the final state hadrons.
In QCD it is not unreasonable that strange-antistrange quark pairs (sg) are formed less often than up-antiup (uu) or down-antidown (da) quark pairs, for s-quarks may have larger mass than u or d quarks (l-13).
In this paper we shall analyze different possibilities of determining the relative suppression of ss pairs as compared to ut -or da -pairs formed in hadronic vacuum. 
,'jN ii = fa w/ (fa (x)+f, (xl (l-y) 2,
where y = v/E, .
In recent years a fair amount of data has accumulated on the In general, these data are fully inclusive. However, at 24 GeV/c an attempt (25) has been made to estimate the production of p" and K*+ in the (12) and also 
